
 
 

Dear Parent, 
Hope you are well and keeping safe. 
 
As you are aware that the new term 2020-21 started on the 1stof April with online classes on 
Edmodo.These were complemented with Live classes on Microsoft Teams for Middle school and gradually 
class 4 and 5 are also gearing up. The teachers have been working from the time the lockdown was 
declared, first training on a new platform, creating content and taking classes.Please note, there will be 
no online classes for the Summer Break from 15th to 31st May. 
 

However, learning will not stop for children during this period. You will be happy to know that we have tied 
up with Mindspark for two months for classes 1-8, a personalized, computer- based, adaptive learning 
programme for Mathematics, built specifically for children to learn at their own pace. Mindspark questions 
are designed to help students learn with understanding and encourage higher order thinking. Educators 
can track students’ progress at any time through key reports which give details of how each student is 
progressing on different topics and concepts, pointing out areas needing attention. 
   
You will be receiving a passwordby email and text message to login to this portal by Friday, 15th May. 
Topics will be activated by teachers according to the syllabus covered and would need your supervision 
only to login, as the platform is very user friendly. Mindspark can be accessed by students from home, by 
logging into https://mindspark.in/Mindspark/Login/en 
The Support Person is Abhijan-8777639688(9am to 6pm)/ Mayukh -9903087617(if Abhijan is not available) 
 
Besides daily Maths practice, the students will have traditional writing tasks for English and Vernacular for 
the holiday. Since this period is a break from online classes, I would encourage students to do more 
physical exercises, yogas, play board games and spend more quality time with the family. Live classes 
/assignments will begin from 1st of June once again. Please used lined sheets /paper from old copies or 
practical exercise copies. You need not go out to buy any stationery for the work set. Please use what is 
available at home. 
 
Post 4th May, the government has eased the delivery of non essential items which was restricted earlier. 
Under parent request, home delivery for stationery was started by Sri Kriti, following social distancing 
norms, one class at a time. The area is still under lockdown, the store is working with minimal staff so you 
will need to wait until all restrictions are removed from the area, if you wish to collect the stationery 
personally. E-content for text books of class 9-12, was also made available to students. 
 
We are already working on a plan for redesigning school spaces and initiating blended learning with online 
and offline teaching, as and when, it is safe for students and teachers to come to school. Till then we 
continue to teach and evaluate our student learning from a distance. 
 
With good wishes and regards, 
Ms. S. Shunglu 
Principal 
Sri Sri Academy 
Kolkata 
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